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WRJR Applies for Expansion
Bates’s radio station, WRJR, re¬
cently applied to the Federal
Communications Commission for
expansion of its broadcasting
capacity.
The station is seeking to be
licensed at 119 watts output
rather than its current 10 watts
output.
Station General Manager and
Business Manager John Aime ex¬
plained that the FCC required,
three years ago, that every 10 watt
educational station go to 100 watts

or to the commercial section of
the broadcasting band. All sta¬
tions going to 100 watts were re¬
quired to apply to the FCC by
January 1,1980.
Although WRJR has applied
late, Aime claims “it still looks
good." Costs for the expansion
would be mostly in the area of
additional equipment and en¬
gineering.
The college was originally
hesitant to give WRJR the money
to expand, but has now done so

Parker Party Robbed
by Gail Johnston

On Saturday night Parker hosted
a semi-formal Christmas dance,
but they also were the victims of a
robbery. At approximately 12:50,
the suspect reached into the cash
box, which had been set up near
the Den, grabbed around fifty dol¬
lars and ran outside.
The suspect was around eight¬
een years old, wavy light brown
hair, 5’3” and stocky. He had been
seen first at roughly 11:45, at which
point he had walked down the
stairs to where the cash box had
been set up, and started a conver¬

sation with the individuals work¬
ing at the door. At the time it was
thought that he was a Bates stu¬
dent, but from his lack of familiar¬
ity with the campus, it now appears
that this was not the case.
After the robbery took place, the
police were notified, and two
women were called from Parker to
help in the identification.
On Tuesday afternoon, five stu¬
dents went to the Lewiston police
station to once again describe what
happened Saturday night. A line¬
up is scheduled for Thursday af¬
ternoon.

after station officials “answered
their questions to the best of our
ability” in Aime’s words. Aime
praised the efforts of school
treasurer Bernard Carpenter and
Business Manager James Weston
in this regard.
The station is also currently try¬
ing to solve a small mystery—what
the letters RJR stand for. Aime
has been unable to determine
their meaning and the station is
vaguely considering getting new
call letters.
WRJR also has a new public
service announcement production
room. Aime said that the new
room was built over the summer
by the maintenance department,
“They did it fast and they did it
the way we wanted it”

Red Cross Insures Donating Safe
From Hepatitis
by Mary Couillard

Two representatives from the
Red Cross Blood Drive met with
Coordinators Judee Rainville and
Melissa Weisstuch Tuesday after¬
noon along with other interested
volunteers. The purpose of the

Spivak Dismissal Decision Unchanged
Despite Student Petition
by Susan Schnapper

There has been a great amount
of controversy on campus con¬
cerning the dismissal of Burton
Spivak as assistant professor in
the History Department A peti¬
tion circulated in mid-November,
expressing students’ high regard
for him and their desire that he
remain on campus, was submitted
to Dean Straub for consideration.
According to the dean, approxi¬
mately four hundred students
signed the petition, of which
about ninety were students from
his classes. The petition, however,
has not produced any change in
the administration’s decision to
dismiss Professor Spivak.
Dean Straub states that Profes¬
sor Spivak realized before being
hired that his position would be a
temporary one. He was originally
hired to replace Professors Mul¬
ler and Cole, who took sabattical
leaves 'last year. This year he is
replacing Professor Leamon, who
is now on sabattical. Next year,
the History Department will have
their full number of professors
and there will be - no authorized
position for Burton Spivak to
hold. At this point, the adminis¬
tration feels that there are other
departments with larger enroll¬
ments which have a greater need
of an increase in staff. The peti¬
tion did cause President Reynolds
and Dean Straub to re-evaluate
Professor Spivak’s situation, but
in the final analysis there did not
seem to be an exceptional need
within the History Department for

additional members.
Dean Straub personally regrets
the loss of Burton Spivak, whom
he holds in high esteem. Straub

said he was very pleased to see
the high regard with which the
professor is held by the student
body.

The group came into the theater
well over a half-hour before the

meeting was to discuss the recent
hepatitis scare that occurred with
the last blood drive and to answer
questions pertaining to standards
for blood donation.
Nurses Margaret Magee and
Emma Willman discussed the in¬
cident. Evidently a Bates woman
living in Roger Williams had con¬
tracted the disease. When several
people appeared to give blood who
lived on the same floor as the wo¬
man, the Red Cross had to defer
them as donors. Questions arose as
to the possibility of contracting the
illness if you gave or the potential
of being more susceptible to the
disease after giving blood because
you would be in a weakened state.
The nurses disputed these claims
saying there was no way that you
could contract hepatitis as a donor,
and giving blood would not neces¬
sarily weaken you so much that you
would catch the disease.
However, infectious hepatitis is
an extremely contagious virus, and
for this reason the Red Cross had to
defer all people living on the same
floor or the floor above the woman
with hepatitis, as they would have
been sharing the same bathroom
facilities.

Potential donors have had ques¬
tions concerning mononucleosis,
and their ability to give if they have
had the disease in the past year,
according to Judee Rainville. Ms.
Magee stated that there is no prob¬
lem in donating blood, the only
caution the Red Cross must inves¬
tigate is the possible side effects of
jaundice or hepatitis. If there is no
jaundice present, then it is safe for
both the donor and the patient to
give a pint of blood.
The Red Cross suggests that all
donors have a good meal before
giving blood and also to make sure
they feel in reasonably good health
on that particular day. The rules
the Red Cross adhere to in their
standards for blood giving are
made for the donor’s safety as well
as the patient. The forms filled out
by the donor are completely confi¬
dential, and the Red Cross cannot
divulge these records to anyone.
Their first concern is for the donor,
and then for the patient.
Rainville discussed the possibil¬
ity of recruiting more donors
among the students of the college.
She stressed the need for greater
participation and suggested ways
to urge more people to consider
donating blood.

Law Professor Discusses
Constitution
by Gail Fons

History Professor Burton Spivak

photo by Oh

Schaeffer Vandalized Saturday
A midnight showing of The Kids
Are Alright last Saturday night was
disrupted by about a dozen drun¬
ken men who also damaged
Schaeffer Theatre, in which the
film was shown.

John Aime closed WRJR in concern over missing albums
photo by Hall

movie began, according to eyewit¬
nesses. They are credited with spil¬
ling beer on seats, vomiting on
seats, removing numbers from the
clock in the theater lobby and
punching out ceiling and acousti¬
cal wall tiles in the entrance to the
audience area of the theater.
The group brought a keg of beer

in with them, and at one point sent
for another keg, but it is not known
if they got the second keg.
It is not believed that campus se¬
curity was contacted, probably be¬
cause only one officer was thought
to be on duty at the time.

Professor Charles Black gave a
major public lecture on “The
Ninth Amendment and a System of
Human Rights” at 8:00 P.M. on De¬
cember 4 in Chase Hall. Black
spoke of a new process, a system of
interpreting the U.S. Constitution.
The ninth amendment, ‘The rule of
construction of constitution, states
that “the enumeration in the con¬
stitution, of certain rights, shall not
be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the petN !e.”
The lecture began with a brief
history of the concept of a ‘system’;
Black attributed the birth of the
idea to John Marshall, who devoted
the majority of his life to establish¬
ing a ‘rational system’ of American
law. Black explained that the
meaning behind the constitution
and its amendments is frequently
ambiguous and consequently mis¬
interpreted.
Black used the fourteenth
amendment as an example of the
new phase of thought. Added to the

HAPPY HOLIDAY!

constitution shortly after the Civil
War, this amendment protects in¬
dividuals’against states, particu¬
larly regarding discrimination
against blacks. Black quoted a sec¬
tion of this passage, “No state shall
make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or
communities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any state
deprive any person of life, liberty
or property, without due process of
law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protec¬
tion of the laws.” Another specific
guarantee of civil rights,. Black em¬
phasized, was the nineteenth
amendment which granted suf¬
frage to women in 1920.
Black described the evolution of
a system with several more exam¬
ples, calling them “reasonings by
analogy.” He stated that the U.S.
needs to “validate this method that
has been used for a long time. We
need a systematic equity of human
rights, based on the ninth amemdment to make this valid.”
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Larger Prints Were in Treat Exhibit
by Scott Damon
Treat Gallery is currently ex¬
hibiting samples from new mate¬
rial added to its permanent col¬
lection. Included in the exhibit
are lithographs, screenprints,
etchings and prints made by the
intaglio process.
Many of the exhibit’s larger
prints are its weakest point. Some
of them look like nothing more
than wall posters or prints found
on the walls of the Bates
cafeteria. A notable exception is
Henri Hayden’s “Untitled Blue

Landscape,” a smaller work more
dependent on moody colors than
on lines and shapes.
Nicholsa Munro’s “Gazelles,” a
screenprint, is also notable for
showing something other than
blocks and lines of obscure, if
any, meaning. “Gazelles” shows
motion beautifully, although it
apparently has little beyond that
to recommend it.
Other works include Mary Fedden’s “Pot of Shells”, a litho¬
graphed still life of a different
sort, and Colin Selfs etching “Pre¬
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Love is all you need

lude to 10,000 Contemporary Ob¬
jects of Our Time.”
Selfs work is certainly unusual
for an etching and is quite strik¬
ing, immediately catching and
holding the eye.
The highlight of the exhibit is
probably Stanley William Hayter’s “Illustrations from ‘Death of
Hektor,”’ a poem by Brian Coffey.
This series of eight intaglio
prints is particularly fascinating,
inspiring one to read the poem
that inspired the bizarre draw¬
ings.

Christmas Concert Successful
by Mary Terry
The Bates College Choir Christ¬
mas Concert was held on De¬
cember 6 and 7,1980. The choir was
directed by Marion R. Anderson,
Associate Music Professor.
The one and one-half hour per¬
formance began with a procession.

during which the group sang “O
Come, All Ye Faithful.” They then
performed eleven other works, in¬
cluding three with the audience.
After a short intermission the
Collegium Musicum Singers per¬
formed five accompanied by the
Bates Community Orchestra. The

Theater Production
Underway
by Susan Schnapper
The Theater Department’s
newest venture is Sam Shepard’s
“The Unseen Hand,” to be pre¬
sented February 5, 6, and 7 in the
shop below Schaeffer Theater.
Professor Andrucki, chairman of
the Theater Department and di¬
rector of the play, considers this a
type of experimental theater and

plans to present in it threequarter round fashion. He is also
seriously considering presenting
Shepard’s play “Action” as a
companion piece, both being
one-act plays. Auditions for “The
Unseen Hand" are now underway
and rehearsal is scheduled to
begin in January.

Double Fantasy:
Good Pop Album
by Scott Damon
There is an almost natural ten¬
dency to expect artists of John Lenon’s or Bob Dylan’s magnitude to
live up to expectations they cannot
possibly fulfill. In fact the case is as
Dylan once said, “Whoever said I
was yours?”
Critical reaction to John Len¬
non’s first album since 1975, Double
Fantasy, has reflected this trend.
Lennon, Dylan and others are ap¬
parently doomed to be forever
judged on who they are, or were ten
years ago, rather than on the basis
of what they now do or say.
Double Fantasy is a good pop al¬
bum. It is not earth-shattering rock
and roll and no one will be listen¬
ing to the label to learn the mean¬
ing of life. The album consists of
seven songs by John and seven by
his wife Yoko, an artist in her own
right, albeit one with questionable
vocal talents.
Never one with much business
talent, John and/or Yoko chose the
wrong song to be the single from
the album. “(Just Like) Starting
Over” has an intriguing title and a
sound that recalls Lennon’s musi¬
cal roots but the theme is a bit
obscure. Lennon recently said the
song deals with something of what
he has been doing for the past five
years—reordering his life to fit his
own priorities, not those of Apple
Records or the like.
The single is backed with Yoko’s
“Kiss Kiss Kiss.” It is safe to say that
Yoko’s records would not exactly
make the Billboard Top Ten if they
didn’t have the name John Lennon
with them. Not that they’re totally
bad. “Kiss Kiss Kiss” and a couple
of Yoko’s songs, such as “I’m Mov¬
ing On” could be excellent with
someone like Debbie Harry sing¬
ing them. Yoko just can’t sing.
Some of Yoko’s lyrics can be
quite good too, as witness these
from “I’m Moving On”: “Save your
sweet talk for when you score/Keep
your Monday kisses for your glass

lady/I want the truth and nothing
more/I’m moving on, moving on
you’re getting phony.” Ms. Ono is a
fine avant-garde artist, but no
singer.
John’s best sing is “I’m Losing
You.” Despite critics’ charges that
this album consists of boring love
songs and oven cleaning tips, many
songs, such as this one, have a defi¬
nite bite to them, lyrically and with
an instrumentation that stresses
the lyrics.
“Watching the Wheels” is Len¬
non’s answer to those who have
been angered by his withdrawal
from public life, “People say I’m
crazy doing what I’m doing/Weil
they give me all kinds of warnings
to save me from ruin/When I say
that I’m okay they look at me kind
of strange/Surely you’re not happy
now you no longer play the
game...No longer riding on the
merry-go-round/I just had to let it
go.”
Only two of Lennon’s songs really
are about his love of Yoko. “Wo¬
man” and “Dear Yoko” are not
among Lennon’s classics. “Cleanup
Time” is also reflective of this
theme but expresses it in a dis¬
tinctly Lennon-like manner, “The
gods f<re in the heavens/The angels
treat us well/The oracle has
spoken/We cast the (perfect) spell.”
“Beautiful Boy (Darling Boy)”
shows Lennon in a different light.
The “boy” is Sean, the five year old
“love child” of John and Yoko. It is
strange to see John Lennon in the
image of the loving father when we
normally think of him as the
struggling genius artist or even the
25 year old “mop top.”
But this, for what it’s worth, is
John Lennon today, interesting if
not as awe-inspiring as time, places
and events once made him seem.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The preceeding re¬
view was written and edited before
the tragic death of John Lennon, on
December 8.

College Choir then performed Fan¬
tasia on Christmas Carols. This per¬
formance included a solo by
baritone Bob Carr and a cello solo
by Jennifer Newsome.
Both performances were well at¬
tended by the Bates community, as
well as local residents.

Filmboard
Presents

John Lennon
1940 to 1980 to ...

The Bates Film Board will pre¬
sent The Sound of Music, starring
Julie Andrews and Christopher will last. The carnival for this year Harry Chapin and a disco dance
Plummer on December 12, 13 and follows the same format as in past sponsored by the fraternity
14. Showtimes are Friday (8:00), years, with a different theme.
Alpha Phi Alpha.
Saturday (7:00 and 9:00) and Sun¬
On Saturday, there will be more
Dartmouth College in Hanover,
day (8:00). The film will be shown
sports events, including ski jump¬
N.H.
will
hold
its
Winter
Carnival
in the Filene Room. Admission is
ing, varsity track, squash, swim¬
in February from the 7th to the
$1.00.
ming and hockey. There will be an
10th. Their carnival’s theme is that Afro-Am dance and also a dance
of Doctor Seuss characters. Da vino featuring the band “Pastiche.” A
tribute to a well-known alumnus,
Theodor S. Geisel 025). There will
be a cross-country race held on
Thursday, February 17th, and
plays and films shown, including
“Our Town” and “Bell, Book, and
Candle.”
On Friday, February 8, featured
will be various sports and games
taking place on campus. Friday
night will feature an evening with

Winter
Carnival
(Continued from Page 5)
Northern Lights ceremony which
will take place in the field in front
of the school. There might also be
winter events that afternoon, such
as a tug-of-war or a keg party and
concert. The plans are not yet defi¬
nite.
Friday’s activities will center
around skiing both at Bull
Mountain and cross-country skiing
at Bread Loaf. “Winter Warm-ups”
will be served, specifically hot
drinks on campus while the skiing
takes place. On Friday night there
will be the traditional ice show
which features students from the
college, people from the town of
Middleburv. and professional
skaters. The theme of the show will
be centered around a cabaret night
club, where various members of
the college and town community
will have the opportunity to dem¬
onstrate their talents.
There will be a formal dance
held Saturday night, with con¬
tinued skiing events taking place
through Sunday. The Winter Car¬
nival theme for this year is
“Around the world in 80 hours,”
since this is how long the carnival

band showcase, presenting five
live bands, will wrap up the eventfilled weekend on Sunday.
Winter Carnival is certainly a
weekend anticipated with eager¬
ness by many people. Bates will
surely offer students this year the.
same quality activities and enter¬
tainment it has always offered in
previous years for Winter Carnival
Weekend.

Modem dance Uses
Multi Purpose Effectively
by Ellen Weiss
On Friday night, December 5, the
Modem Dance Company held its
third performance of the semester.
Unlike the Orientation Week per¬
formance and the Parents’
Weekend program, this event was
more informal in character. Per¬
formed in the Multi-Purpose Cen¬
ter in the new athletic complex,
half of the room served as the stage,
while the audience filled the other
half. Although eight choreog¬
raphed pieces were performed, the
program was less than an hour in
length.
While the audience filled the
“house,” there were two improvisational pieces being performed in
the courts near the door to the
Multi-Purpose Room. One court
held four dancers playing an improvisational raquetball game
while the other held four dancers
displaying contact improvisation.
Reflecting the student input for
this performance, three students
experimented with choreography
lending variety to the program.
The first two pieces of the pro¬
gram were choreographed by
senior Lizette Panet-Raymond.
Opening was “Moving On,” a solo
piece set to music by Cat Stevens
and danced by Brian Fisher. Her
second piece “Was Kostet Es” was
choreographed to Pink Floyd for
four dancers.

A two-part dance structured by
Marcy Plavin, Modem Dance In¬
structor and Artistic Director of
the program, was entitled “Proc¬
ess: Opus 1“ and “Opus II.” Per, formed at different places in the
program, variations in music gave
the impression that the pieces
were unrelated. In both pieces the
dancers personally interpreted a
list of instructions taped to the wall
and then integrated the movement
with the music that was chosen.
Two more student choreog¬
raphers followed. Betsy Kennedy
choreographed and danced a solo
piece to music from Pousette-Dart.
Using music by Chopin, senior
Judy Dolan choreographed and
danced in a piece for five dancers.
A lively selection entitled “Gos¬
pel” followed. Set to music by the
Staple Singers, Marcy Plavin
choreographed for ten dancers.
Bright costuming set the tone for a
cheerful piece.
The last piece on the program
was a repeated selection from
Faulphunn, the Parents’ Weekend
performance. Choreographed by
New York guest choreographer
Laurie Boyd, “Subject to Change”
was conceived because of
anonymous donations from some
past Bates parents. Music by Bach,
unique costuming and the use of
the dancers’ voices gave the piece
an air of amusement and play.
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Bobcat Basketball Pushes Past Polar Bears 78-61
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John Kirby launches one over ECAC star Bill Ewing.
by Phil Goldthwait
Coming off a disappointing one
point loss to Brandeis, the men’s
basketball team traveled to Bowdoin last Thursday, and came away
from polar bear country with a de¬
lightful 78-61 win. After heading
into the locker room at half time 8
points down, the Bobcats came out
in the second half and literally took
charge. Instrumental in the Bates
offensive attack (once again) was
junior guard Fred Criniti who
came alive in the second half to
score 19 of his 25 points in those
last 20 minutes. Dodson dumped in
13 points, Hyde had 12 and captain
Bud Shultz grabbed down 9 re¬
bounds as the Bobcats outscored
the frustrated Bowdoin team 54-29
in the second half alone.
Last Saturday afternoon, in their
season opener, Bates played host
to the ever-strong Tufts squad, only
to be denied a third victory as the
Bobcats suffered a 78-66 loss.

In first half action, Tufts seemed
to be taken by surprise as they got a
good look at an atypically quick
Bobcat running game. As a result,
the tempo of the game was handed
to Bates on a platter, and for those
of you who weren’t at the game,
those Bobcats did a mighty fine job
of taking advantage of it — for
awhile. Bates chalked up a 16 point
lead at one point only to watch it
disappear as Tufts (after a time-out
to regroup) came out into a fullcourt press and a two-man trap at
half court. Suffice it to say it
worked, and at the end of the half,
Bates was on top by just four, 38-34.
Throughout the second half,
Tufts played heads up defense and
men like Bill Ewing (44) and Troy
Cooper (22) made it difficult for the
Bobcats to stay on top for long. With
the score 53-51 Tufts, and nine
minutes left in the game, coach
John White put his Jumbo’s into
the “slow-down” game. Tufts was

Women’s Track Shines
in First Meet
by Tim McNamara
The first women’s track meet in
the new athletic complex was held
last Saturday, December 6th, and
though team scores were not kept,
Bates put in a very fine showing.
In the long jump, Bates was able
to place 3 finishes in the top 4, with
Karen Holler taking a first place
finish, Jenny Kettle second, and
Donna Broadway fourth. Of the
shot-putters, Bates’ top finisher
was junior Ann Caron, who placed
fifth with a throw of 32’y2”.
In the high jump, Karen Holler
took the first place crown with a
jump of 5’2”, while Meg Randall
Placed third with a 4’8” jump.
Pam Fessenden and Sue Collins
placed second and third respec¬
tively in the mile run, while Bates’
only finisher in the 400 meter dash
was Jen Doughty who took fifth.
A new school record was set in
the 600 meter run by Dot Donaran,
who placed third with a time of
1:43.6. Tracey Dolan took the crown

7th. Congratulations go to Fred
on top to stay though — final score
Crinuti who was selected the first
78-66. Hyde, Shultz, Dodson, and
Player of the Week for his 33 point
Criniti all scored double figures.
(Suffolk) and 23 point (Brandeis)
The Bates J.V.’s coached by John
performances.
Amols, now have a 2-0 record after
defeating Bowdoin in a real
For those of you in the Hartford
squeaker, (74-73). Freshman Herb
Taylor led the scoring with 20
points, and sophomore forward
Dan Wrenn added 16. In their sec¬
ond outing the J.V.’s also had big
things to smile about — they
by Steve Dillman
walked away with a 93-90 victory
Last Sunday the Bates Hockey
over Colby. Taylor again led the as¬
Club opened their season against
sault with 27 points, and team¬ Mass. College of Pharmacy. Al¬
mates Ouellette, Tedesco, Jones, though it was a hard fought contest,
and Wrenn all scored double fig¬ the Bobcats came out on the short
ures. That must make varsity coach end of the stick, 64.
George Wigton feel a bit happier
The game did not start off well,
about the coming years!
with MCP scoring 4 unanswered
Two notes of interest: the 12 goals. The only score of the period
member Maine Coaches Associa¬ came from Steve Dillman with the
tion has Bates ranked in the assist going to Kent MacGilure.
number 3 spot, behind number one
In the second period the Bobcats
Hussen, and number two U.S.M. finally settled down and starting
Bowdoin is ranked 4th, and Colby playing some hockey. MCP came

Hockey Season Opens

M

m

in the 800 meter run with a time of
2:23.1.
A second school record was
set in the 1,000 meter run by
Sue Hopfe, who placed first in
that event, while Jennifer Kettle
took fourth place in the 55 meter
hurdles with a time of 9.2 seconds.
In the 55 meter dash Donna
Broadway placed first, setting a
new school record with a time of 7.1
seconds, and then she placed sec¬
ond in the 200 meter dash, just one
tenth of a second behind Kristi
King of Bowdoin. The fourth school
record of the day was set by Cindy
Morse in the 3000 meter run; she
placed second with a time of
10:54.2. She was followed closely by
Karen Palermo (4th) and Priscilla
Kidder (5th).
In the 4x200 meter relay, the
Bates’ quartet of Kathy Leonard,
Jen Doughty, Tracy Dolan, and
Donna Broadway finished fourth,
while Bates improved to a second
place finish in the 4x400 meter re¬
lay.

area, Bates will be playing in the
Trinity Christmas Tournament on
the 28th and 29th of December at
Northwest Catholic High School in
Hartford, Ct. Tomorrow Bates
plays host to St. Joseph’s for their
last game before vacation.

Bates Hockey player on the ice.

out and scored a quick goal. But
Carl Hellings came right back with
a score, assisted by Phil Cronin and
Kent MacGilura. Which was soon
followed by a score from Chris
Ridder, with Dave Thompson as¬
sisting. The period ended at 5-3.
The third period was a lot of back
and forth, solid hockey. MCP
scored about half way through to
lead 6-3. Then about 5 minutes
later Bob McBreen tapped one in
on a nice pass from Carl Hellings
for a final score at 64. After a shaky
first period goalie John Sweetland
buckled down to some strong net
minding and allowed only 2 goals
in the last two periods.
Then on Wednesday night the
team traveled to Augusta to face
the University of Maine - Far¬
mington and came away with a 7-3
win.
About 3 minutes into the game
Kevin O’Maley scored assisted by
Steve Dillman. Then at the halfway
point of the period UMF tied the
score. Bates answered with a goal
by Dillman assisted by Carl Hel¬
lings. Just before the end of the
period UMF tied the score at 2-2.
The second period was charac¬
terized by sloppy play. The only
tally came on a nice shot by Dave
Thompson.
Finally in the third period the
Bobcats came alive and began
popping in some goals. A slapshot
by Phil Cronin found its way
through a crowd of people in front
of the net to make the score 4-2.
Next, Carl Hellings 60-foot slapshot
found its mark, but was quickly fol¬
lowed by a Farmington score for a
5-3 game. But the Bobcats were not
done yet. Thompson got his second
goal of the game at the 7 minute
mark. Then John Desimone cap¬
ped he game with pretty goal to
make the final score 7-3 Bates. The
photo by Hall feams record now stands at 1-1.
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Mac on Sports
Too Busy, Indeed!
by Tim McNamara

Coming off the obvious success
(obvious by the number of positive
comments I have received) of last
week’s article, I will probably de¬
posit myself right back in the pits
this week, but there are certain is¬
sues which I feel must be ad¬
dressed.
Number one in my mind con¬
cerns the Hockey Club. As many of
you know, they had their first game
last Sunday, and lost to M.C.P. 6-4. It
i not the fact that they lost, or that a
couple of players were hurt, or that
they had to play with a running
clock because of lack of ice time. It
is the question of abuse of power.
On the Hockey Club, as on any
team sport, physicals are required.
When I was a sophomore on the
J.V. basketball team, all that was
demanded in a physical could be
accomplished at the infirmary.
Since Roger Park has taken over as
trainer, potential athletes must
now get flexibility checks by Roger,
where he checks their arches, toe
touching, etc. From a safety
standpoint, this is probably better
for the athletes; but I am not judg¬
ing the use or uselessness of physi¬
cals. If the Varsity Basketball team
had their first game two days from
today, and a good number of the
team members hadn’t yet gotten
physicals, Roger would find the
time to take care of them. It seems
that on Friday, December 5th,
Roger didn’t think that he could

find the time to give five flexibility
checks for the team. A call from
Coach Dick Williamson produced
no progress. Athletic director Bob
Hatch was out of town, and would
not be returning until Monday, the
day after the game. A call was
made to Dean Carignan, informing
him of the situation. He was sym¬
pathetic, but felt (and rightly so)
that it was not under his jurisdic¬
tion to step in on the issue. The
club had a tough situation on their
hands. They had already had to
cancel out on a game at M.C.P.
(which had been tentatively
scheduled at an earlier date) due
to lack of practice time. To cancel
against M.C.P. again would not
have made the Pharmacists happy,
and would have cost the hockey
club over $300 (ice time, refs, etc.).
It would have seriously hindered
any future scheduling of games

with M.C.P., and would have given
the club a sense of unprofes¬
sionalism, a reputation which they
are desperately trying to keep
away from. Finally, in a last ditch
move, a call was made to Associate
Athletic Director George Wigton.
After talking to Roger, Mr. Wigton
called back to say that Roger
thought that he was too busy to do
the job that day (a process which
takes less than ten minutes for
each player). Roger stated that he
had “gone the extra mile” in trying
to convince the team members to
come in for their physicals. Mr.
Hatch had sent two memoranda to
the team (I must say that that does
seem like a lot of work and sac¬
rifice on Mr. Park’s part). From
there Roger must have felt a sense
of guilt, for it has been reported
that he then called Dean Carignan
to explain his side. Dean Carignan
left the decision to Roger, saying
that if he could find the time, he
thought it would be fair to give the
team members their physicals. Fi¬
nally, Roger called the team lead¬
ers and arranged for the players to
go to the gym for their physicals,
with a firm warning that if he felt
anyone wasn’t ready, they would
not play Sunday. What I find offen¬
sive about the whole situation is
that Roger was claiming that he did
not have the time to take care of the
club. I was at the gym Friday, and
saw Roger in the equipment room,
in the gym watching people play
basketball, and then “busy” with

one person in the training room. If
this activity is what Roger consid¬
ers busy, then maybe someone
should get him a dictionary for
Christmas. If it was just that Roger
was trying to show his muscle (and,
in effect, discriminate against a
club sport), then maybe he (along
with Mike Torrez) should go free
agent next season.
More beefs? You bet. Last week
the Christmas party at Chase
House became overcrowded and it
became necessary to limit the
number of people entering the
house. Unfortunately, Bud Schultz,
the captain of the basketball team,
decided it was his position to prove
his leadership by bringing a few
members of the hoop team through
a side window. Class move, Bud.
The Pats. What can be said but
that they’re one of the worst 8-6

teams ever. There are certain
players out there that want to play,
but there are so many more that
just want the bucks that I find it
hard to root for them anymore. As a
matter of fact, this does not seem to
be the year for Boston. The Sox died
early, as did the Bruins, while the
Pats kept everyone in suspense for
a while. The Celtics still have a
chance to restore my faith in Bos¬
ton’s athletics, if they can continue
their excellent play that has
marked their first quarter of this
season.
I hate finals. I detest people who
can’t leave a dorm party without
breaking the walls. I hate having to
do three papers in the last week of
the semester. I hate deadlines,
shopping, packing, and the price of
record albums. But that’s O.K.
’Cause I like a lot of stuff, too. Later.

Mules Kick Bobcats
The women’s basketball team
had a tough go of it at home against
Colby Wednesday night, as they
dropped the decision by a score of
61-46.
Though they were down by just
one point at the half, the combina¬
tion of fine fast-break play on the
part of Colby and very poor shoot¬

ing by the Bobcats (18 for 65 from
the floor, 27.7%) spelled doom for
the women.
Colby came out fast in the second
half, as several quick layups by the
mules added up to an insurmount¬
able lead. The team plays Bowdoin
tonight at home (7:00 p.m. start) and
Nasson here tomorrow starting at
5:30 p.m.
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For Some of the Finest Italian Food North of Boston
Baked Zttl Parmigiano — Baked Lasagna
Egg Plant Parmigiano • American Food
COCKTAILS

days
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• Considered to be one of Maine's smallest supper clubs”
Monday thru Saturday
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’’For the tossy eater”
New York Style Pizza
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36 different sandwiches
Freshly baked bread daily
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lasagna, spaghetti
Open 7 days
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You dream about it at night... the day you
can dose your books, get out of this place and
forget about studying for awhile.
Well, the Great Escape is here... this
weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the
country or go see some friends. Just decide
which escape route you want and we’d do
the rest.
Vote’ll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can dear your head. It doesn’t cost
much and it’ll do you a world of good.
So make the Great Escape this weekend...
with Greyhound.
To
Boston

Depart
10:50 AM
3:05 PM
10:50 AM
3:05 PM
10:50 AM
3:05 PM
10:50 AM
6:00 PM
10:50 AM
3:05 PM

Hartford
New York
Springfield
New Haven

r. Wyman

Arrive
3:00 PM
7:30 PM
6:35 PM
10:10 PM
8:30 PM
1:15 AM
5:10 PM
11:25 PM
7:48 PM
11:13PM

Lewiston
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One a Day?

by J.C. McAuliffe
Vitamins continue to baffle the
majority of American men today.
Which type should I take? How
many? Will vitamin E increase my
sexual prowess, etc....No matter
how many books and articles are
written on the subject, there still
exist many contradictory theories
on proper use of the vitamin.
However, be not disheartened, my
friends, for there seems to be a
small amount of information upon
which nearly everyone agrees!
OnwardVitamins are catalysts within
the body. That is, they are used to
increase the rates of chemical
and biological reactions. As such,
they are not directly involved
with either the starting materials
or finished products. They remain
unchanged.
Certain vitamins can be stored.
These vitamins are fat soluble,
and are denoted (commonly) by
the letters A, D, E and K. Due to
their fat solubility, and sub¬
sequent characteristics, they are
difficult to remove quickly from
the body. In fact, it is possible to
overdose on any one of the above
mentioned vitamins, and the
overdose can be lethal.
The majority of vitamins are
water soluble. Vitamin C is such a
vitamin. It is nearly impossible to
overdose on Vitamin C. This is not
to say that one cannot ingest an
amount of water soluble vitamin
above and beyond prescribed
bodily norms. Nausea and sick-

ness may follow.
As catalysts, vitamins help the
body utilize carbohydrates, fats,
proteins and minerals to con¬
struct new body tissue and to
create pathways along which
energy may be produced. It
should now be clear, that vitamins
are a food supplement, NOT a
substitute. One cannot substitute
vitamins for a missed meal or lack
of food. Without the food, and its
constituents, vitamins have no¬
thing to catalize, and are essen¬
tially useless.
Smoking, “drinking,” and “fast¬
ing” diets impair vitamin function.
The aforementioned activities ef¬
fectively inhibit pathways of vita¬
min transport from gut to tissue,
and thus
block efficient
mechanisms of tissue regeneration
and energy production. One can, of
course, add greater quantities of
vitamins to get around this prob¬
lem. Recommended procedure,
however, is to avoid these practices
if at all possible.
Most Americans have no prob¬
lem receiving the U.S. RDA of all
essential vitamins. Some, how¬
ever, insist on ingesting tremen¬
dous amounts of “garbage” food.
These people may find their vit¬
amin requirements different from
those that eat well balanced
meals (fish, meat, eggs, milk, vege¬
tables, etc.). At this point in time,
if you are unsure as to what con¬
stitutes a well balanced meal, you
should seriously investigate any
one of a thousand books on nutri¬

In this day of “Health Food”
endorsement, there are always
those sanctimonious bellyachers
that claim that “Organic” vitamins
are the only way to go. Oh, wow
man! What a trip! (Hogwash!!)
There is no evidence that organic
vitamins are any better than
synthetic vitamins for your body.
If you would rather buy a bottle of
rose hips for your daily supple¬
ment of vitamin C, etc., then do it!
It may cost more, and they’ll have
to slaughter thousands of roses to
do it, but who cares! (Just think...a
thousand roses without hips! Very
cruel.) However, if you’d prefer to
get your vitamin C from ascorbic
acid (synthesized), be secure in
the knowledge that you are doing
as much for your body as the de¬
fender of natural vitamins.

by David Blackhurst
There is a time and place for
everything. Someone said that
once. No, it does not bloody well
matter who said it It is the senti¬
ment that counts. The time: late at
night. I’m not out stalking. I’m sit¬
ting here, thinking. I think more
clearly at night, although, chiefly
due to lack of space, the following
tirade may appear far from crys¬
In short,’ Bates College serves tal clear. But you should get the
three well rounded meals a day. general drift.
Question: (For 25 points). Why
Possibly a bit heavy on the
starches, but no one’s perfect. By did God cast Satan from Heaven?
using your common sense, it is Answer in ten words or less. Pref¬
easy to construct a meal with all erably one word. Clue; the word
the essential vitamins to maintain begins with the letter P.
I feel guilty. I sit awake some
a healthy body. If you are unsure
of this, they’ve even taken the mornings wondering if I’m a cow¬
trouble of offering vitamin sup¬ ard. I feel I’ve wasted so much
plements at meal time! Before time. So much life. I’m now on the
embarking upon any nutritional road to thirty (perish the thought)
supplementation of anything (in¬ and in a few months I’ll leave this
cluding vitamins), it is always best haven of security for the “real
world.” And I’ll carry in my
to consult your doctor.
Until next time...see ya at the greedy little fist a ticket to free¬
dom and happiness—a liberal
salad bar!
arts degree.
And off I’ll skip into a world
that is waiting for me with open
arms. Off I’ll go into a culture that
would like nothing better than to
see me totally ignorant. Into a cul¬
ture that does, and probably al¬
ways will, force absolute schlock
down my throat. A culture that
on Maine Public Radio
brainwashes one into believing
that he need not use his own
mind.
We have extremely powerful
mediums of communication in
our country. They’re all out to
mold each and every one of you to
walk normal, with limp, run, etc.
Walk over to the door and back. do their bidding. Ponder that for a
Quickly, please. There’s much moment.
How many of you- can go to the
more to this and I’d like to finish
before Paul comes in at 8. ‘After beach nowadays without casting a
Robbery. Robber may have you lie wary eye towards the horizon? An
involuntary glance for that ominon floor.’ Young man...”
“Now that part’s wrong,”
exclaimed the robber. “I usually
just take the money and run.”
“That bring us up to ‘The Geta¬
way Are you in a car or a truck?”
“My wife’s got the car,” confessed
by Mary Couillard
the robber. “I had to come over in
Winter Carnival Weekend is trathe truck. I don’t even like to use
the dam thing. It’s all rusted out ditionally a big event on many colaround the front fenders from all lege campuses in the Northeast,
the salt they put on the roads Sporting events, dances, and parties make up the plans for a funaround here.”
“Section Two says, ‘Immediately filled and memorable winter carnotify police 8876, owner 7878, and nival. To find out what other colges nearby plan for the winter
manager 9989. Record every detail
weekend, The Student called Colby,
before it gets cold.’”
“Excuse me, but my wife is ex¬ Dartmouth and Middlebury Colpecting me. I should have been out leges
The coordinator for Colby Colof here a long time ago.”
“Wait. ‘Completely cover any lege’s winter carnival this year is
area the robber may have touched. Toni Ciota, a junior. She described
Doorknobs, Counter tops.’ I didn’t the plans for the event as “sketchy”
notice that you touched anything. as of yet. It will take place on the
Here, take a sip of this orange 20th, 21st, and the 22nd of January,
juice. Perry Mason always finds The theme will be “Hurray for Hoifingerprints on glasses. ‘Try to de¬ lywood” and the activities planned
termine how much was taken— will center around this motif. Starting the weekend off on Friday evecash up.’”
“I’ve changed my mind. I’ve re¬ ning, comedian Konig will warm
ally got to be going. I hope you up the audience for another group
performing in the gym. Suggested
won’t say anything about this.”
“How can I?” snapped Aunt types of music are reggae or rock,
On Saturday the day will include
Sally. “It says right here, ‘Under no
circumstances should a robbery be sporting events in the morning, ineluding snow sculptures and a posdiscussed with reporters.’”

The JKumble Farmer

Paul had trouble finding a night
clerk to work at his new motel. Sev¬
eral people applied for the job but
none of them could sit behind the
desk from midnight until 8 a.m.
without getting bored.
The young people he hired
would sit alone an evening or two,
but by the third night they’d bring
in friends. Guests grumbled about
the party noise until Paul realized
his young helpers weren’t worth
keeping.
Then a soft spoken old gen¬
tleman offered to stand the night
watch. But the old gentleman partied by himself and would some¬
times be found asleep on top of a
ringing telephone switchboard.
Paul found the answer to a motel
owner’s prayer in Aunt Sally, a re¬
tired librarian who seemed de¬
lighted at the idea of having some¬
thing exciting to do. Her many
years as a librarian had given her a
brisk no-nonsense manner and a
disdain for inefficiency or wasting
time. When she wasn’t housekeep¬
ing in the lobby, she spent the long
night hours studying a looseleaf
notebook full of tips on motel man¬
agement.
She was reading it at 2 a.m. when
a bearded young man entered the
lobby, pointed a pistol at her, and
said, “Open the cash register.”
Aunt Sally looked down at the
notebook in her lap and said, “Let
me see. Robbery procedures. That
is in section C, I believe,” and she
skillfully flipped the pages.
“Yes, here it is. ‘Robbery Proce¬
dures. During: 1. Make no sudden

No Nonsense
moves. 2 Pemain calm—-be polite.
3. Do exactly as instructed: If rob¬
ber asks for certain amount of
money—count it out to him.’ How
much money was it you said you
wanted, young man?”
The robber looked at the gun in
his hand and shifted his feet nerv¬
ously. “All of it, I guess,” he mum¬
bled with some hesitation.
“Wait,” replied Aunt Sally as she
jabbed her finger at the printed
page. “We have to go by the regu¬
lations. Here it says, ‘4. Try to ob¬
serve: man or woman, height (as
measured against counter top).’
Young man, would you mind stand¬
ing over there against the
counter?”
She spoke with the voice of years
of unquestioned authority and the
robber found himself moving over
to the front desk.
“Try to associate the face of a
familiar item (fish, horseface, etc.)”
said Aunt Sally.
“I don’t know if I’ve ever thought
of myself like that,” said the robber.
“I’ve been told I have a nice honest
face.”
‘“5. Weapon,”’ continued Aunt
Sally. Was it visible or hidden in
pocket. Knife-length, description.’ ”
“That doesn’t apply,” said the
robber as he moved around where
he could read over her shoulder. I
can’t imagine anyone trying to hold
up a motel with a knife. Just think¬
ing about it makes me sick.”
“Young man, don’t you know it’s
very impolite to read over some¬
one’s shoulder. ‘6. Does robber

Weekly voyages between Dusk and Dawn

tion now available.

-hThe Humble Farmer can be heard
every Wednesday night at 11:00.

The Night Stalker
wonder whether or not there re¬
ally will be a space age dogfight
among the stars? War never loses
that wonderful excitement. All we
have to do is change the settings.
Then it’s justifiable. Hooray for
the boys in the white helmets!
Slaughter
those
Empire
stormtroopers. We’d better hope
that if it ever comes to pass we
have the right color uniform.
Pardon me while I ramble.
Commercials. I can’t step out of
my room without brushing my
teeth. Fine. But I can’t use that
toothpaste cuz it won’t get my
teeth their whitest, and I’d better
use this one cuz it also has a
breath freshener and I damn well
better have fresh breath to go
along with my clean white teeth.
And who will accept me if I don’*
have a foreign name sewn to the
ass of my jeans. And I’m told that
if I use roll-on instead of a stick
I’m going to have to hold my arms
in the air waiting for my armpits
to dry before I can put on a shirt;
and never mind spray cuz you u: °
most of it as air freshener. And I
better wash my hair every day
otherwise who can help but
smirk; and I had better use con¬
ditioner cuz I wash my hair every
day. And if I think I smell okay
simply because I have brushed,
washed, showered, and sprayed
myself raw I’m highly mistaken.
Smarten up. Who is complete
without cologne? And....
Now don’t tell me to ignore it. It
is everywhere. And those are a
mere handful of commercials.
How many people bow down to 60
minutes every week. You ever
wonder why they always (!!) seem
to win their arguments? It’s called
editing, folks.
A friend of mine recently tried
to convince me that the latest
Harold Robbins novel is superior
to anything Joyce ever wrote. I
barely restrained the sudden im¬
pulse to rip out his vocal cords.
He is also the friend, God Bless
Him who I dragged into Boston to
see Kurosawa’s movie, “Kagemusha.” He wasn’t pleased.
The subtitles were too much for
him. He tried to convince me that
the T.V. movie, Shogun, was far
superior.
Let’s face it Who can honestly
admit that 95% of what is on tele¬
vision is anything other than
(Continued on Page 8)

Winter Carnivals:
A Look Around
sible pool party in the gym. There
also is the possibility of a ski event
at Sugarloaf. Fraternity plans are
unscheduled at present.
Ciota mentioned other ideas for
the weekend such as a variety show
called “Hollywood Squares. The
cultural life committee on campus
has mentioned the possibility of
Saturday Night Live’s Mr. Bill appearing on Saturday, but these
plans are not definite.
Ciota suggested the main ingredient for a successful winter carnival was innovation. She mentioned
her ideas of renaming some of the
buildings on campus to correspond
to those of Hollywood, calling the
street where the fraternity rows
are situated Hollywood Boulevard,
renaming the theater, and having
students place their footprints in
cement.
At Middlebury College, the
Winter Carnival will take place
sometime in March, from Thursday
to Sunday. Starting the weekend
festivities wil’ be the traditional
(Continued on Page 6)
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College Image Increasing
in Admissions

Lee Thibideau, former U.S. Equestrian team rider gives clinic in the Cage. The clinic was
sponsored by the Bates College Riding Club.
photo by McBreen

Freshman Seminar Travels to NYC
Study Conflicts of Cultures.
by Gail Johnston
“Images, Institutions, Ideologies:
Agents of Change in Latin
America,” that’s the name of a
Freshman Seminar taught by Pro¬
fessor Regina Macdonald, but it
also reflects that seminar’s trip to
New York City to see the Broadway
musical Evita. Not all the images
were Latin, nor all the institutions
South American, but in many ways
they represented both the variety
and conflicts of many cultures.
Evita, based on the life of Eva
Peron of Argentina, is in itself a
source of controversy since Eva
was one of the leaders of the antiAmerican Peronist regime of the
late 1940’s and early 1950’s. Within
the play this conflict is represented
by Che Guevara, a Cuban revo¬

lutionary, who voices the opinions
of the anti-Peronists and is con¬
sequently often silenced by the se¬
cret police.
Outside the play, New York also
reflected many cultural conflicts.
While a Canadian dime was not ac¬
cepted to buy a token on the sub¬
way, on the cars were advertise¬
ments for detergent written in
Spanish. The group ate dinner in
the Restaurant Ideal on Wtest 109th
Street. The menu was written both
in English and Spanish, and while
the group ordered in English, the
waitress called the order out in
Spanish.
In addition to Evita, they saw the
movie Bye Bye Brazil. The movie
was done in Portuguese with Eng¬

Flex Care Kit
for soft contact lenses:
— cleaner
— disinfectant
— lubricant
— case

On Sale Now —

$6.95

lish subtitles, and in a roundabout
way compared the position of In¬
dians and the poor with the wealth
of some and the power of the
multi-national corporations.
They ended their stay by witnes¬
sing a demonstration concerning
one of the most heated conflicts of
the year, the Iranian conflict. The
group had stayed at the YMCA lo¬
cated half a block away from the
United Nations, and as they were
packing to leave, a large group of
Iranian protestors marched by
shouting “Long live Khomeni”
and carried anti-U.S. imperialism
placards. The group was organized
with the men both in front and in
back, with the women, heads cov¬
ered, walking in the middle. The
protesters were on their way to the
U.N. to start a hunger strike in
favor of the oppressed peoples of
the world. Beside them marched
New York police to keep the peace.
Fortunately, the most violent con¬
frontation was with one elderly
woman who told them, “Oh, shut
up!”

68 Court St.
m
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ONE OF MAINE'S FINES7 FULL SI R HUE DELIS

LARGE SELECTION OF SANDWICHES
MADE FROM OUR DELI
YOUR CHOICE OF MEATS ETC

by Ellen Weiss
On the December 8 agenda of
the Representative Assembly
meeting was the question of
whether or not to support the
Student-Faculty Committee on In¬
vestments in South Africa’s find¬
ings and conclusions. At a previ¬
ous meeting the members of the
Representative Assembly had
open discussion on the topic and
had a chance to personally reflect
on and discuss the issue with
their constitutuencies last week
before Monday’s vote. The state¬
ment in question read as follows,
“The Representative Assembly as
a legitimate voice of the Bates
College student body is morally
opposed to the system of apart¬
heid and supports the conclu¬
sions of the Student-Faculty
Committee on Investments in
South Africa. We agree that Bates
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marketing, and so forth, most stu¬
dents base their decisions on their
perception of the overall quality
and desirability of the college and
the quality of personal contacts
with the institution, especially with
the students.” During Christmas
vacation, several Bates students
will be participating in an SIA,
Students in Admission, program.
This program is designed to make
present students more aware of the
admissions process, for “they have
a self-interest in both the near fu¬
ture and the distant future,” Hiss
explained. “The quality of future
students influences the value of
one’s Bates diploma in future
years.” The SIA students will be
given a list of interested high
school students in their area, and
will contact them over the vacation
to answer questions. This will also
reduce the work for admissions,
which is swamped with over 16,000
inquiries each year.
Hiss said that his expectations
for this year are good, “Bates is
being seen as better and better,
more individualized, and no longer
grouped so closely with Bowdoin
or Colby.”

Career Sphere

January will be an especially
busy month at the O.C.C. There will
be lots of programs and workshops
for students at all stages in the
life/career planning process, from
assessing personal interests to
choosing a major to job search
techniques. The interviewing pro¬
gram with employers for seniors
will begin. Tom Boyden, Director

of Recruitment and Placement for
Jordan Marsh will give a program
on “A Marketing Approach to the
Job Search (How To Sell Your¬
self)”. The culminating event will
be the program “Making the Tran¬
sition” on January 30 and 31. Using
funds available through a grant
from the Mobil Oil Foundation, the
O.C.C. has invited Bates alumni to
return to share their experiences
since graduation. Panel dis¬
cussions, career information ses¬
sions and forums will be held to
give current students an opportu¬
nity to meet with and learn from
others whose career paths began at
Bates.

RA Votes on Investment Issue

Show your Bates I.D. for 10% discount

PACKARD S PHARMACY

by Gail Fons
Bates is now defined by Barons
to be ‘highly competitive,’ a title
that Dean Hiss feels is well de¬
served, reflecting Bates’ “reputa¬
tion of academic vigor in good
standing.” Hiss spoke of the col¬
lege’s strong points as being a
combination of the students,
academic quality, the new athletic
complex, the excellence of the OCC
(Office of Career Counseling),
which is seen as the leading career
counseling service in the east, and
even the absence of fraternities or
sororities.
Although it is too soon to
evaluate this year’s number and
quality of applicants, the number
of applicants for the class of ‘84
rose four and one-half percent
from the previous year. Hiss did
mention that inquiries were up by
20%. “This year, as in previous
years, we’re looking for academic
quality...people who have some
energy and intellectual ambition,
give a sense of having a whole var¬
iety of activity and skills, human
skills.”
Hiss also discussed the choices
students must make; “Despite the
emphasis placed on computers,

Adam and Evt
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04240
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should sell its stock in companies
that do business in South Africa
(as defined by the committee re¬
port) and in banks that make di¬
rect loans to that government.”
The move to change the state¬
ment to an official proposal was
approved and seconded. The floor
was opened for discussion among
the Representative Assembly and
in addition Student-Faculty
Committee members Liz Tobin
and Jeff Lyttle were present to
answer any questions about di¬
vestment.
The issue of financial loss to
Bates was the first topic of con¬
cern. Lyttle described the process
of divestment as a gradual one
and noted that the trustees felt
positively on the financial aspects
of divestment. He added that
Bates’ fiscal concerns were han-
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hairstyles
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lifestyle
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Right up the street from
Bates Campus.

died by an investment-consulting
firm that would protect the pre¬
sent status.
The question of black South Af¬
rican support of American di¬
vestment was raised with concern
about the decrease in thestandard of living. Tobin asserted
that the black leaders in South
Africa strongly advocated divest¬
ment. She stated that the commit¬
tee investigation discovered that
the Sullivan Principles have little
or no effect on actual black status
and serve to maintain the system
of apartheid. One member of RA
added that often there is no such
thing as a high price for
freedom.
President of the RA Dave
Robinson closed the discussion
and held the vote for adoption of
the proposal. Earlier in the meet¬
ing a move was made to vote in
secret ballot, but was defeated by
a hand vote. In the final vote
eighteen voted to support the
committee findings in recom¬
mendation of divestment, seven
were opposed and there were
four abstentions.

:NES Comer store!
"At Gene’s We Have
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My Room
by Scott Damon
Looking around the humble
abode in which I do abide I find
the reason for much of the de¬
mented mess often found in this
column. I live in a stupid place.
Now that the door is shut so the
hall smoke detector won’t go off
from the smoke created by the
burned popcorn, I can see all this
room and truly describe it for you
out there in readership-land.
In one corner we have obscure
beer posters. One of them is a 43year old Balantine Ale light that
still works. No one really cares.
Another is a picture of a young
German girl with enormous beer
mugs.

__Editorial _
Send Them to the Minors
Last weekend was not a good one for
Bates College. Perhaps due to the pressure
of the ensuing Final Examination period,
and mostly due to personal thoughtless¬
ness, and social arrogance, several un¬
necessary criminal acts occured.
Upon hearing some of the names in¬
volved, I could not help but say, “I’m not
suprised.” I was immediately guilty of as¬
signing to these names stereotypes which I
have come to know at Bates. This is wrong.
Should I not give to these people the cour-

tesy of being sincerely surprised and sorry
at hearing of their carelessness? Maybe.
But I have felt their social arrogance be¬
fore. They have, through their acts this
weekend, suggested to the entire campus
that they don’t have to play by the same
rules as the rest of us. They have also af¬
fected the images and reputations of their
friends, the teams on which they play, and
the organizations to which they belong.
They should be sent away to find a new
game to play.

A Good Question
Although it went too long and was at
times very dull, the Sunday night meeting
of student leaders, administrators and
faculty members was a smashing success.
In a workshop entitled “How to Get Things
Done at Bates” the group discussed in
some detail the procedural and
philosophical objectives of areas of the
college.
In many cases it gave student leaders a
chance to ask questions of the administra-

tion concerning straight policy matters. In
other instances, perhaps more interesting
instances, student leaders asked pointed
questions of their peers.
The most promising aspect of Sunday’s
meeting lies in the fact it happened and
could happen. Although it must be struc¬
turally revised, the concern for answering
the question “How to Get Things Done at
Bates” has been demonstrated.

Some Loose Ends
Over the course of one semester, several
inconsistencies and slight problems have
occured in all avenues of Bates College.
Perhaps reasons exist to explain the pro¬
cedural situations, and, although some are
petty, some answers in the first issue of the
Bates Student in the next semester would
be appreciated.
Why is it the policy in commons to give so
small a portion of the favorite dishes in the
“seconds” line. While, if only allowed to
travel back to the seconds line once, the
smallness of the portion would obviously
aid in cutting costs, as the situation exists
now people are forced to walk back and
forth to get enough to eat. Understandably
the wish is to cut down on food waste but
surely tossing a hungry student enough
bacon with which to make a decent
sandwich is not out of the question.
Along the same lines, the policies in
commons are too often unintelligently car¬
ried out without reasoning and clear think¬

ing. Supervisors make up the rules but
can’t the front line people be asked to be
slightly more understanding.
Bates college doesn’t have the huge li¬
brary facilities of a Harvard or Yale. It
does, however, have students and faculty
interested in doing complex, and in-depth
research. All too often the books for given
areas are hoarded as soon as a research
paper is assigned. The library staff does an
excellent job in trying to track down the
books but too often they aren’t signed out.
Perhaps, in large course, deadlines should
be staggered to free up the books.
Who has albums which belong to WRJR?
The closing of the station by the manage¬
ment of WRJR is an attempt to get their
property back; the staff of the radio station
is dependent on the albums. WRJR is
perhaps the least sufficienty budgeted ac¬
tivity on campus. The management works
long, painful hours to provide hard tight
radio entertainment, and to still steal from
them is ridiculous. It cannot be justified.

Happy Holiday
Soon I will be “going South on the Char¬
ter Oak Bridge,” seeing the Traveler’s Tow¬
er, Constitution Plaza, and Bill Savitt’s
Jewelry store. I’m going home to Hartford
and I am very excited. Constitution Plaza
will be lit with thousands of lights and the
city will be all decked out for Christmas.
The spirit of the holiday season is very
powerful.

Ours is a very pretty campus right now,
and the Christmas spirit is out there. One
need look no further than the tower above
Lane Hall. The staff and editors of the
Bates Student would like to wish all of the
staff, administration, faculty and students
of Bates College a very Happy Holiday, and
a promising New Year.
Tom Vannah

The room is dominated by
plants. In front of me sit two
plants with whom I have never
discussed whether or not they
shave their legs. They’re both too
ugly for me to even care if they
do.
Not far away is a peppermint
plant with bugs that we only save
to make alcoholic drinks. The
plant, that is. Several other plants
also dot the landscape of the
room.
Perhaps the most bizarre plant
is one known as “Aimless.” This
plant was over-fertilized before
vacation and has now proceeded
to take over well over a quarter of
my roommate’s desk.
Our room is also crowded by
several diverse books. There is
Abbie Hoffman’s Steal This Book
and Van Nostrand’s Scientific En¬
cyclopedia, a CRC Manual and a
Fannie Farmer cookbook, Great
Jewish Short Stories next to Good
News for Modem Man and an oftignored UPI stylebook.
Walls in this room are covered
with a “Keep Off The Grass” sign
which I stole for no apparent rea¬
son last year, publicity photos
from the Star. Trek movie (travesty
though it was), newspaper clip¬
pings saying derogatory things
about Ronald Reagan and friends,
a reproduction of a New York
Times front page from 1969 and a
near life-size map of Muscongus
Bay.
Then there is our so-called bar.
It currently holds a liter of Tullamore Dew Irish Whiskey,

schnapps, half a gallon of Dark
Bacardi Rum and a half gallon of
Gordon’s Vodka which was sup¬
posed to have been gin but my
roommate was confused because
they’re both clear liquids.
We also have a rather odd
closet. It is large enough to be
walked into while still fitting two
dressers into but it could be even
larger. A small removable panel
which we of . course removed
hides “The Jeffries Tube,” a name
stolen from a rather obscure Star
Trek reference.
The Jeffries Tube is a crawl
space in the eaves of the house of
about 45 square feet, at least, of
floor space. It is even equipped
with sprinklers. A barrel is sitting
in it eyen now.
What apparently happened with
the barrel, which contains mate¬
rials used in the closet walls, is
that it was brought into The Jef¬
fries Tube by a maintenance en¬
gineer (i.e., gnome) before it was
closed off and was, of course, too
big to get out when the project
was finished. In any event, The
Jeffries Tube is the most fascinat¬
ing part of the room.
The closet still has some other
distinguishing features as well—a
small, crawl-through door leading
to the next room, identical to the
one behind my roommate’s desk
leading into the other adjacent
room, a blender and a bottle of
Natural Peppermint Soap from
the Community Soap Factory, af¬
fectionately referred to as moose
urine.
Then we have my two room¬
mates. One is the keeper of the
plants. He even has a large Pluto
the dog glass on his desk filled
with stagnant water and a dead
geranium. Then we have my other
roommate who records all the
best quotations from the first
roommate (e.g., “I ate a fly this
summer”). This second roommate
is best known for dressing like
wallpaper
and
shouting
obscenities when his little sister
tours the school with her high
school.
Then we have me—sparkling
conversationalist, brilliant col¬
umnist and resident genius of this
newspaper. How I put up with
these people I just don’t know.

This Too Shall Pass
One more week and “this too
shall pass.” Finals will be over in
eight days and the majority of the
Bates student population will be
home preparing for the holidays.
But in the meantime, tempers
are short, competition is stiff, and
days are much too short The holi¬
day spirit is not much with us, and
those who do possess a little holi¬
day cheer are rare. As one Bates

student put it, “Go peddle your
good mood elsewhere.”
Let’s not lose sight of the upcom¬
ing vacation. Unlike the last, this
will be a true vacation. No exams
or papers due the week we return,
no last minute reading to do, but
instead a time to put aside our edu¬
cational endeavors and enjoy our¬
selves. It is about time for a break.
Mary Terry

Maturity?
Although every student on this
campus is pressured by deadlines
to be met and exams to be studied
for, each individual elects to deal
with her or his tension in a dif¬
ferent way. Some choose athletics,
a shopping spree, an afternoon of
doing absolutely nothing or getting
drunk as a way to handle the rising
stress of these final weeks. Unfor¬
tunately there is a group of people
who feel as though the most con¬
structive outlet for their tension is
through the destruction of the
property of other students and the
college, and by incessant harass¬
ment of anyone in general.
Drunkenness is no excuse for
breaking apart doors nor is it an
excuse for rude invasion of locked

campus houses in the early hours.
Without question there is no ex¬
cuse for this behavior, but it con¬
tinues to exist.
Does this happen in the homes of
these particular Batesies? When
the going gets rough do these
people destroy their own property
and that of the communities in
which they live? I thought that col¬
lege was supposed to develop in¬
tellectual growth, emotional
maturity and, above all, responsi¬
bility. We, as the Bates community,
must ask ourselves whether or not
this is taking place. We as Bates
students are supposed to end up as
responsible and mature adults,
and consideration of the feelings of
others should exist without saying.
Ellen Weiss
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Letters To The Editor

Haters Go Away
To the Editor:
As an alumnus and a staff
member I am driven to cry out my
sorrow and disgust with the Past
weekend’s “social” activities, and
the gross injustice perpetrated
upon certain members of the col¬
lege community. My sorrow is for
the people who become uncon¬
trollably frustrated, and my dis¬
gust for the channels through
which these pitiable people
choose to vent their frustrations.
Personally, I can’t conceive how
wanton destruction is in any way
fulfilling to the spirit; or how drug
abuse furthers one’s liberal arts
education.

I’ve heard it said that students
are under a great deal of pres¬
sure. This I concede. Bates is
tough, especially if you want
something lasting out of it. But
pressure is just another one of
those things, like the Maine
winter, which must be dealt with.
Each of us must make the deci¬
sion and commitment to either
fight and conquer pressure, or to
be consumed and driven by it
This is an issue of Maturity and
basic Responsibility. Certainly no
student will deny that he wishes
to be treated as an adult Unfor¬
tunately, college students are in
that nether-region between

adolescence and true adulthood.
They yearn for that freedom so in¬
toxicating which comes with leav¬
ing the nest of the family; yet, in
many cases, lack a perception of
that framework of Personal Re¬
sponsibility with which Freedom
must operate. The situation at
Bates goes much deeper, though,
It boils down to the age-old con¬
flict between Light and Dark;
Love and Hate. Pride, Maturity,
and Responsibility are only the
superficial indicators of what is
carried inside each of us; one
might say to which fire we have
put that precious spark of cosmic
consciousness we each harbor.

Another Point
To the Editor,
I would like to respond to John
Hassan’s recent letter concerning
harassment of band members be¬
fore this year’s Sadie Hawkins
dance. I find his observations well
taken and a fine illustration of the
fact that liberalism is as poten¬
tially dogmatic as conservatism.
Though I was not present when
the exchange between the ac¬
cused student and band members
occurred, I was the “waiting
friend” outside Chase Lounge. I
would like to present my view of
the incident. First, the picture
constructed by Mr. Hassan makes
it seem that a group of Forum On
Human Awareness members ho¬
vered in the comer outside Chase
Lounge while a representative
henchman harassed band mem¬
bers. This simply was not the
case. A description of the incident
was directed specifically toward

me, and I was on my way into conscience as individuals.
dinner when I met the accused
Bob Carr
student This is far from a liberal
plot.
Another important point is that
neither the accused student or
myself are members of the
F.O.HA. It is unfortunate that Mr. To the Editor:
Hassan allowed his prejudice to
He’s gone. For many of us, that
carry him to false assumptions.
says it all; he’s gone. I’m reminded
of Rudolph’s same words when
The F.O.H.A. is by no means Yukon fell over the edge: There’s
represented by the individual in¬ only nothingness. For others it was
volved in this incident. If people just a stupid act which silenced a
who have preconceived about this pop star, and isn’t that tragic?
John wasn’t just a pop star, and
group, or any other group on
campus, took the time to attend the tragedy is that he was killed by
meetings they may find that there someone who did not hear what
are some truly sincere and con¬ John was saying. A society did not
cerned individuals involved. hear. I feel sorry for all those “just
From my experience, the F.O.HA. someones” who thought of John as
as a whole is not attempting to be just someone, who do not believe
the “self-appointed moral con¬ that he was more.
Enough has been said over the
science of this college” hut are
acting according to their moral past days about what he has con-
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by
fellow
pursuers
of
knowledge—to see that workshop
of Life they so treasure van¬
dalized by their “friends” is a
crushing blow to these impres¬
sionable spirits which need not
be dealt One expects Life to be
cruel and heartless. One does not
expect people to be, especially al¬
legedly intelligent people. Where
is the Pride of these destroyers?
Where is the Love in their ac¬
tions?
So I say to all you bottle throw¬
ers, to all you vomiters, to all you
harassers, to all you Haters—GO
AWAY. You’re holding the rest of
us back.
for the Lovers,
David W. Mortimer ‘76
Technical Director
Dept, of Theater/Rhetoric

We Have to Thank God; or Whatever it is Up There,
That We're Still Alive.

Editorial
Make the Penalty Fit the Crime
It will probably be quite a while
before any movies are shown in
Schaeffer Theatre again. The crim¬
inal actions of about a dozen “stu¬
dents” last Saturday night assured
this.
A midnight showing of The Kids
Are Alright was disrupted by the
presence of several drunken
“men” apparently bent on destruc¬
tion.
Although the movie was
scheduled for midnight, these per¬
sons took it upon themselves to
enter the theater near 11 p.m., with
a keg of beer, despite the fact that a
private, closed party was being
held therein.
It should be noted here that little
if any damage to anything in the
theater has ever occurred at one
of these closed parties held by the
“theater people,” and certainly
never any damage of the malicious
and wanton nature done Saturday
night.
The actions which probably best.
indicate the character of the
animalistic criminals who invaded
this private party include throwing
a beer can at the Film Board’s
projectionist and hurling a gel
frame, a square piece of sheet
metal, over the heads of several

I am fortunate to work with stu¬
dents in a situation where that
spark is put to the Light; where a
cycle is generated of Pride,
Achievement, Responsibility, and
Satisfaction. I am proud to have
some input into their lives—to see
their achievement—to be a part of
their maturity. They, in turn, feel
pride in their achievement; and
because of their exhibited matur¬
ity, can assume more responsibil¬
ity. They form the backbone of an
essential community service or¬
ganization. They are the proud
caretakers of a place where,
through their Herculean efforts,
magic transpires—and they, in
truth, experience the exhiliration
of creating, through their Art and
their Craft, a Living, though tem¬
poral Entity.
To be harassed and intimidated

people at the movie screen. Pure
luck prevented injury in both
cases.
One of the vandals showed the
intelligence of the group by utter¬
ing the only semi-coherent com¬
ment to come from the group all
night, to wit: “If you cancel this I’ll
destroy the place.”
Damage to the theater included:
a number ripped off the lobby
clock, the removal and destruction
of a cardboard sign, beer spilled on
the fabric seats, vomit on fabric
seats, three ceiling tiles broken in
the entryway to the audience area
and several acoustic wall tiles bro¬
ken in the same entryway.
In the “real world” Bates likes to
think it is a part of vandalism or
violent gate-crashing of Chase Hall
parties, as occurred a few months
ago, are criminal acts, punishable
with criminal penalties. At Bates
the only penalty is a damage bill
for Mom and Dad to pay at the end
of the semester. Considering the
high possibility of retribution, it is
not even worth reporting the per¬
petrators, known though some of
them may be.
What Bates needs is stricter
measures for controlling such ac¬
tions. Penalties approximating

what would be found in tne “real
world” for such actions could be
instituted. If nothing else, this
might teach some students how to
conduct themselves after leaving
the college.
It is highly possible that if such
steps are not taken, some victim of
future such actions on the Bates
campus will soon contact the
Lewiston police so that he or she
can institute “real world” criminal
proceedings.
Scott A. Damon

tributed to changing the way we
live. Those things are so important.
But why do we refuse to listen to
the more important things he said?
I can’t help thinking of Kennedy
saying: “Don’t ask what your coun¬
try....” It is that kind of divisional
thinking which promotes the vio¬
lence that killed John. John
preached to hell with your coun¬
tries, let us all be human to one
another. We’ve given that word
“human” a bad name. In 1970 John
was tired of humans, of using “he’s
just human” as an excuse. But
we’re all human, and so lets all be
together as humans instead of as
“them and us.” And so human be¬
came a good thing for him. Let’s
avoid the differences between us,
aren’t we all alike? People were
becoming victims of the word “hu¬
man.” He suggested that it should
be a victim of people.
I guess no one can avoid talking

about the music. It’s all there. First
he made a tool of that art, and then
used the tool to say what he
thought. Perhaps his seemingly
most banal lyric says it best: “We
all live in a yellow submarine.”
Isn’t it easier if we all get along?
We’re alive, so let’s deal with it the
best way we can, to make it the best
we can.
What bothers me most is that
John will never visit again. That’s
what he did, he connected himself
to those of us who listened to him.
He showed that we are all basically
the same. He learned along with
us: “When I feel my head start to
swell, I just look at Ringo and know
we’re not supermen.” Such was his
goal, his optimistic goal, for the
eighties. He was the greatest
And John would have auto¬
graphed the album even if he had
known.
Ken Klucznik

Art Uplifting
Dear Editor:
The strength and dynamism, not
to mention the talent, that exists in
the performing arts at Bates has
certainly been very much in evi¬
dence in the last month. The Merry
Wives of Windsor, the recent Mod¬
em Dance Company presentation
in their new practice, multiPurP°se/ room, and the Choir’s
Christmas Concert, are very recent

testimonies to the existence and
development of real talent in this
campus.
Somehow or other I felt better
about my own humanity as I left
each of those presentations. Such
“uplifting” is the fate of all good art.
Sincerely yours,
James W. Carignan
Dean of the College

Night Stalker
Camera Service
Center
40 Lisbon St., Lewiston
Kodsk Film,
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(Continued from Page 5)
simple-minded swill'.’ Still watch
though, don’t you? So do I.
The movie industry. Face it, the
great majority of flicks produced
in this country are embarrassing.
We still go.
Does anyone write good books
any more? Or, will we be over¬
whelmed with contrived best¬
sellers until we go under due to
^
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Someday all salons will have
excellent haircutters but until
then you have Hairbenders.
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functional illiteracy? Can’t tell the
difference, you say, between that
rare good book and a best-seller?
Go back to sleep; you’ll die even¬
tually anyway.
The music industry. Oh well,
why bother continuing this ha¬
rangue. If you haven’t gotten the
point yet it doesn’t matter.
The point, you ask?
The point is—-They’re insulting
your intelligence, people. And I,
for one, as a people, just cruise
along accepting the B.S. just like
everyone else. I keep saying,
“Okay, time to get serious about
life. Time to get constructive.
Time to seek some truth. Time to
stand on my own two feet without
needing the security that
everyone grabs after in life. Time
to stop compromising the few be¬
liefs I think may be my own.“
But here I sit. Angry, confused,
guilty. And accepting. And I won¬
der if I’ll ever do something to
change. How many of you feel that
you’re looking into a mirror. I
hope there are a few! Not that I
need the company.
Answer to 25 point question:
Pride.
I hope that each and every one
of you has a very warm life. Sin¬
cerely.

